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Globahzation and the Welfare State
Peter Baldwin

The wellare state is the culmination of the nation state. ln formulatins his
influential idea of social rights as an extension of civil and political rilhts,
Thomas H. Marshall was elaborating a concept of citizenship.r The ciiizen
possessed a trinity of rights. without all 0f them, no one was a furlcittzen.
The bulk of social rights were technical matters, to be sure. Thev were
expressed in nuts and bolts terms - social insurance, health .ou..ug.,
pensions, and so forth. But possessing social rights was something more thln
just participating in various techniques of risk redistribution. Moit of us buv
insurance and other means of spreading risk on the private market. yet, that
does not make us citizens. More than just social insurance, sociar rights were
the appurlenances ofmembership in the solidaristic community of ciiizens. In
that sense, the welfare state brought to fulfillment the idea of citizenship. A11
were now to be fu1l members of the national community. Anatoie France,s
caustic joke about all citizens, rich and poor alike, being forbidden to steal
and sleep under bridges was to have its stinger pulled.

In culminating the idea of citizenship, the welfare state also brought
the nation state to its peak. The necessary coincidence of nationalitv alnd
geography that defined the nation state was reinforced by the solidarity of
risk sharing.Gesellschaft was underpinned by a modernized version of the
communalify of Gemeinschaft.Keeping Xland for the Xs was reinforced
because the Xs no longer just shared their Xness. They also formed a common
risk pool and shared burdens among themselves. Being an Englishman, say,
and belonging, along with the rest of the English, to the National Healih
Seruice imbued Englishness with a different quality than had earlier been
true. Moreover, it gave one beneflts that others did not enjoy, distinguishing
the rights of an Englishman from those of an American, for example.bne had
social rights as members of a certain nation. Leave it and, with the exception
perhaps of some pension entitlement, you left them behind as well.

Globalization thus presented a challenge to the welfare state, as it did to
other aspects of the nation state. one of the civil rights introduced with the
nation state had been that of free choice of abode, Freiziigzgftelr. No longer
could municipalities keep outsiders from settling where they chose and
pursuing whatever profession they cared to. Such homogenization of the
national territory helped undercut local organizations thathadbeen established

1 Thomas H. Marslnll, Class, Citizenship and Social Det'elopment (Chicago, 1963).
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tospreadandmitigaterisk.TheSameprocessisnowbeingrepeated,two
..rrirri., later,, atth-e supra-national leve1' Of course there was migrant labor

.u.fi.i, t"t in the nineteenth century it had collected only its wages'Norv

i;;;;r*" to stay for shorler or longer periods and, in the process, earned

.*i.f .igfttt and benefits as we1l. The posiwar economic boom opened up the

i;;; d,k, of unskilled labor to foreigners' This possibility was' of course'

implicit in the very structures of immigrant nations Very possibly' m11h o!

ttte tendency to shy away from a well-developed welfare state in the united

iiut.* .un U. traced back to such bedrock demographic factors'_ButinEwope,homeofthenationStatetakentoitslogicalextreme_

g.ogffi*ffy tounded, ethnicaliy def'ned and, over the last two centuries'

i 
".?.ip"tt*, 

not importer, of human capital.- things looked different' The

;;;;;i;.";s of cheap labor first threw down this challenge' whether

i,rfiun, and then Greeis and Yugoslavs in Scandinavia, or Turks in

c.**v. co, tarbeiter were in the piculiar position of being endowed with

ro.iui iigf,u, though bereft of potfic'l rights' That put them' ironically' in

;il;";;";,*stinces that Bismarck foresaw for the German working class

;h; h. developed the world,s first welfare state. The trade-off then was

t" g*"f social rights to undercut the demand for political rights.Pensions

inri.uJ or,urnug'.. rt i, was a tension that could not hold, either back in the

late nineteenth century, or a century later'

Now again, Europe stands poiied on the. cusp- of a challenge whose

masnitudE it possibiv does noi quite appreciate'With the opening to the

;;t?;irh; i,itop.utt uton, millions of cheap workers are gaining rights

io-residen.e, employment, and social benefits in Westem Europe'The

unit.a ringaom has"allowed them most rights as of the moment of official

.riqr.M"rt 
"rher 

nations are prolonging the transition period before full

,i-ghi, ui. grunted to Eastem Europeans. But in either case, the porousne.ss of

th? welfar:e state is pronounced, compared to what was the case back in its

hevdav. dwing rhe Beveridge era'" il-!';r":" ltouuLlruttn has encouraged the intemational mobility

.f *p;J;;a pr:oduction, the reverse effect.has also set in'Rather than

;t*t* tuUot'zujoUt in the developed w9r1d, production moves to where

;;;, # low. The 
lgiant sucking sound," the phrase Ross Perot used during

r.i."""1r"1i. oresidenliat campaign in 1992 to describe the rush of jobs out

;i#'u;#^i;;;;;;; i;iJtt''t".*i.o threatened bv NA-FrA' has sounded

A;;iy i" the shift of production out of Central and into Eastem Europe'

*J .tr.*tt.r.. Ultimately, lnly those low-wage jobs that cannot be exported

fffiiy r.-ices - wili ir-uin in high cost areas. Such mobility constitutes

one of the main features of coot"mlorury globalization.It has resuited in

t*o out.o*.t, both of which huue cot'sequtnces for social policy' broadly

understood: 1. the multi-culturalism of modem sociefy;2' the hollowing out

oithe tax state on which social policy in any given country depends'
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Before proceeding, however, a cav eat is required. Some cunent problems
of social policy cannot directly be laid at the feet of globalization. That
strikes shut down France and Austria in May 2003, as empioyees protested
raising the pension age to 65 and curtailing early retirement, is a problem
of self-interest politics, pure and simple. Cunent pension policy in these
nations, and in others like Germany and Ita1y, is seriously out of synch
with demographic and economic reality.2As we live longer and in better
health, as our economies shift to information-based employment (which
presumably makes manual drudges of fewer among us), and as we both
refuse to reproduce and, in the case ofEurope at least, resist sufficient new
immigration, the trend cannot possibly be towards earlier retirement.If
anl.thing, it must be in the opposite direction.

The case with health insurance is similar. The hand-wringing occasioned
by the ever-increasing resources swallowed by the medical sector requires
reconsideration. Yes, it is a burden, but equally it is the outcome of a shift
in lifestyie that most of us otherwise welcome. It is unrealistic to expect that
the percentage of GNP that we spent on health care in, say, 1965 should
somehow be the golden mean to which we are etemally held.InLa Bohime,
it takes a pair of pawned earrings to bring the doctor to attend Mimi, dying
of tuberculosis,It would require fancier jewelry today to underwrite a house
call, much less a hospital visit. Shifts in consumption pattems, both absolutely
and even more in percentual terms, have been dramatic, even compared to
a cenhrry ago.Back then, we spent much less on housing, on health and
on education, but more on food.Now, thanks to the efficiencies of modern
agriculture, food is not the issue. Quite the contrary, we are a1i becoming
obese, no social group more quickly than the poor.

Increased spending on health care is not the outcome just of an aging
population and similarly locked-in factors, but equally of a willingness to
demand more from a medical establishment that is not only at the peak of its
prowess so far, but which stands poised to begin delivering currently almost
unimaginable sen/ices, though gene manipulation, nanotechnology and the
like - probably already dwing our children's lifetimes.In all likelihood we
will be spending an even larger fraction of ow resowces on medical care
in the future.Indeed, one of the great redistributive battles of the coming
decades will be fought over fairly apportioning the extension of iife spans
that will soon be possible. Whether our lives will be better as a result is an
entirely different question, and one that could equa\ be asked, of, say, the
immodest resources we now spend on travel, compared to what our forbears
could afford. Cynics might also ask the same of spending on education.

But if not every challenge thrown down to the welfare state is its fault,

2 For an excellent analysis of the curent French situation, see Timothy B. Smrth, Fronce in Crisi^\;

Welfare, Inequality and Globalization since l98A (Cambr\dge, Eng., 2004).
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globalization certainly presents national social policies with obstacles. Let us

Jonsider the mobility and thus globalization of capital and pfoduction, on the

one hand, and that of labor, on the other - in that order.

Globalized production

The globalization ofproduction and capital has meant hard times for trade

uniois and govemments, the two main advocates of large and growing

sociai states. Trade unions have seen their traditional clienteles - blue col1ar

workers - decline as the developed world shed production in the usual sense

to focus its economies on seruices and especially on information-based

activities.Aftempting to adapt, unions have sought suppoft among white

collar employees and adjusted their aims to new goals: flexible working hours,

say, rather than just higher wages. Governments,.in turn, have seen.their tax

base erode as corporations and their highestflying employees shift profi*
and income offshore to where they are treated most advantageously. Fiscaily

captive audiences increasingly consist ofthe payers ofpersonal income taxes

and consumption ievies. But at the other end of the spectrum, those citizens

with _ often manual - skil1s marketable under the table have also been

fleeing the fiscus. Much black economy activity is- correlated to the pressure

of ta;ion. The Scandinavian nations have significant black economies, as

much as 20 percent, while the united States and switzerland have both 1ow

taxes and smaller subterranean economic sectors of under 10 percent. And

yet, the largest black economies, up to one-third of all economic activity,

are found in the comparatively modest welfare states of the Mediterranean

nations.3
A large literature has sprung up to examine the consequences of

such developments on the welfare state and, not surprisingly, there are

disagreemenis. Some have pointed out that limits to social spending are

set nrmty by the mobility oi capital and even income. The all but universal

realizationihat social spending on the ever-expanding model ofthe 1960s has

come to an end is thus one of ihe outcomes of globalization. If Sweden j oins

the Euro, the traditional method of flnancing its welfare state - devaluing

the Krona and then exporling at cut-rate prices - will come to an end' A11

welfare states, even those with the strongest traditions of generosity, are

moving - it is feared - towards the lowest common denominator of the neo-

liberal systems.a
Otheis, in contrast, argue that this picture is overly pessimistic' The

corporatist economies of northern Europe have held their own in economtc

Amette Mummert and Friedrich schneider, "The German Shadow Economy: Parted in a united

Germany2" Finanzarchiv 581 3 (2001),260-85.

IIeil Giltert, Transformation ofthe llelfare State: The Silent Surender af Public Responsibiliry 
'o.le\t

York, 2002).
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tems, despite sti1l generous welfare states. Employers recognize the
advantages ofeven high social spending for a contented labor force and wili
pay the price. There is no inevitable movement in the direction of neo-liberal
policies. Rather than all nations becoming more like the market-driven
model, varieties of capitalism are emerging, with liberal systems, Iike the
United States and the United Kingdom, distinguished fi.om corporatist ones,
as in Scandinavia and Germany.s We need not take sides in this dispute to
agtee that economic globalization will influence social policy in even the
most corporatist economies. That Sweden and Germany's social democratic
goveniments have both introduced market-oriented pension reform, or
discussed doing so, demonstrates this.

How will globalization affect welfbre policy, broadly speaking?A few
predictions can be ventured: in tax policy, the weight will fall increasingly on
consumption taxes, inescapable to the extent that we are a1l consum.rs.tThis
will bring with it problems of avoidance and a black market for cedain goods,
as is already true for cigarettes and alcohol. But this must be compared to
the larger problem of a black economy in selices that is encouraged by
high income taxes.It is economically more dysfunctional when Swedish
doctors paint their own houses, rather than take on more of the work they
were trained for, because their additionai off,cial income is taxed away,
than when they buy the occasional carton of cigarettes.under the table. The
value of services offered black - fromhouse construction to housekeeping,
from car repair to gardening * must make the illicit trade in otherwise legi1
consumables pale in comparison.

Having already imposed high consumption taxes, Europe has less
wiggle room, while the United States can go fuilher.If all nations impose
simiiar rates of consumption taxes, they will be able raise them to cover
a significant fraction of total fiscal burdens. Estimates in the United States
indicate that they would have to be ca. 25 percent to replace other taxes.To
the extent that all nations impose similar consumption taxes, the common
phenomenon of Butterreisen will disappear, whether Bostonians buying
alcohol in New Hampshire, Swedes in Denmark, Danes in Germany,
Germans in Poland. Fiscal authorities will no longer have to wory about
precisely whom to tax. Citizenship and taxation will become divorced and
we will pay as consumers instead.If the democratic nation state was founded
on the principle of no taxation without representation, the fuhue welfare state
will separate the provision and payment of services from citizenship. Add
to that the increasing political apathy of democratic citizens, with declining
parlicipation in elections everywhere, and the growing number of expatriates

5

6

Geoffrey Ganett, Partisa Politics in the Global Economy (Cambridge, Eng., 1998).

Maicolm Gammie, "Lrtemational Ta-r Avoidance: A UK Perspective," Intertqx 2818-9 (2000), 274-
'7 5.
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without voting rights, and we will perhaps all end as Bismarckian workers,
having traded social for political rights.

In a similar way, the welfare state will have to be increasingly flnanced via
contributions, rather than from general taxation. This is not a novehy. Bismarck
sought to have his system financed largely from tax revenues, partly in order
to demonstrate the patemalist solicitude of the state for workers, parlly
because he feared that workers would not otherwise be able to afford it and,
somewhat in contradiction to this, partly because, given the fiscal system of
nineteenth-century Germany, the lower classes would have been flnaacing
more than their share of such generosiry anyway. In fact, however, at the
insistence of the workers' movement, contributory flnancing came to play a
larger role. Members were thereby given a claim to help run and administer the
system that they paid for. Significant tax financing of social policy was more
important during the postwar period, but even here it was limited. The Danish
folk pensions, for example, were largely tax financed. They go in largely equal
portions to a1l citizens, as a symbol of the commitment of the welfare state to
equaliry. The result is also that they are modest and pensioners are therefore
increasingly reliant also on means-tested provision. For such reasons, new
benefits had to be added in the universalist pension systems of Scandinavia
which allowed individuals to accumulate retirement pensions corresponding
to their working salaries, and which were paid by contributions. Pensions
became, in other words, an indirect labor cost and reflected the realities of the
market, rather than the egalitarian ambitions of social reformers.

Financing social benefits via taxation is hampered in globalized
circumstances. The Scandinavian folk pension model assumed a communalist
society of lifelong workers and taxpayers, with little exit and entrance. Pay-
as-you-go-financing, which comes in both tax and contributory versions,
also presupposes sufficient intergenerational solidarity and continuity of
demographic and economic circumstances that it is politically feasible to
have current workers pay for the retired generation in the expectation of
having future workers do the same for them. But what happens in globalized
circumstances? When workers come and go, when a given worker may be

born in one country, educated and trained in a second, work in another and

retire in a fourth, questions of equity in financing are more diffrcu1t. (And this
is not even touching on the all-imporlant problem thrown up by the refusa1

of the current cohort of Europeans to reproduce themselves, in other words
to create the parher with whom the inter-generational horsetrade must be

negotiated.) To deai with such problems, the trend will be in favor both of
contributory and of funded financing. Workers will be entitled to benefits

atluned to their performance in the labor market and paid for by themselves

and their employers. Portability will also be at a premium, and encouraged

by such a system, so that mobile workers can coilect their benefits whetever
they chose.
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Health insurance is slightly different.Financing is largely pay-as-you-
. go and current payers largely overlap with current recipients. The major

exception to this rule of thumb is the growing category of retirees, who are

often no ionger full contributors, yet disproportionate consumers. So long
as no nation or area becomes the recipient of unfunded and disproporlional
migration of retirees, horalever, this problem presents itself as much the same

everywhere and thus cancels itself out across borders. Put more broadly,
health insurance both redistributes risk across a given pool of members, and

over the lifetime of the insured. In the first case, any risk pool could finance
itself via contributions from those who happen to be within its ambit, even.if
many of them come and go. Ior the second sott of redistribution, however,
selection against the fund arises.The elderly, women of chiidbearing age,

children: certain categories simply incur higher expenses. They must be

distributed equitably across risk poo1s. Otherwise the Floridas and Majorcas
of the world will suffer.

Health insurance thus faces problems caused by globalization, by
employees' increased mobility and by the mass migrations of modem
1ife. Both tax and contributory financing ofhealth insurance rely on a certain
commitment to the actuarial riskpool. No health insurance system can survive
rampant health tourism, where the sick arrive for an expensive operation,
even if they pay contributions for that period, and then leave - or where
the chronically sick or o1d congregate in cerlain places. Health insurance

systems wili need to be porlable in such a way that they cover recipients
wherever they may receive care. The continuity of risk could thus be with
a country of origin, say, rather than with that of cunent employment. But
implicit here would have to be a homogenization of costs, which is not
the case now, even within the developed world. European health insurance

systems, for example, decreasingly cover expenses incurred in the United
States, where they tend to be higher. On the other hand, it is conceivable

that low-cost nations might seek to specialize in cerlain medical treatments

as an economic activity, thus globalizing services. Already, some hospitals

in the developed world specialize in treating the affluent from the Third
World. For cosmetic surgery, the would-be beautiful go to Switzerland or,

for a discount, Brazll.To some extent, Cuba is providing similar services

within the Third World, training doctors for export and providing medical
services for loreigners at home.7

Besides creating problems for social policy, globalization may also help

solve them. Social policy financed within a single nation faces demographic

fluctuations only with difflcuity.A baby boom at flrst drives up the demand

for pediatricians, a few years later for schools. The graying ofthe population

7 Julie Margot Feinsilver, Healing the Masses: Cuban Health Politics at Home and Abroad

l Berkeley. la93).
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puts the_money in geriatric medicine and retools school buildings as retirement
homes. whether financing is done via taxes or fi.rnded invert-Eri-"t., rit i.difference in dealing with a growing pensioner population,in th;;;;;;;;;
taxes or contributions from current workers become unaffordabre.In the
second, massive divestment of invested funds'ow to bepaid ar p.;;i;;;;i";;
growth, drives down stock prices and raises interest rates as ionsumption isfavored and investment dries up. If, however, Iong-term pension inrr.rt*.nt
is placed abroad in economies-with differeni d.iog.upilic p.ofil;., th;;;';
can be withdrawn as needed without disruption.

.ln a..s1m1]ar way, pensioners could bi outsourced to low_cost resions
with mild climates, improving circumstances for the elderiy ,il;#;;;;
pressures to raise benefits.ln fact, of course, this is already h"pp*i"g, ,, ii_r!transformation of tourist Meccas into retirement communities sho-ws. But
such tendencies could be. encouraged a'd supported, *t;ih.;,il;il;;"
provision ofhospitals and hospicesibroad or eveniust iire trarrl.fi;;;;;;;;;
of pensions worldwide.In abroader sense, urtimat.ly *.-pl"t"i#;iii
be ameliorated by increased labor mobility. of cours!, right^now it seemsthe opposite. From the vantage of low-skilied workers, gr6u.iir"ti", .itir..
sends work off abroad or encourages the arrival of mirtitudes *iilir* t"take on burdens for less.In a broader scheme of things,,iri.ir. p"r".?arview - . 

an 
_insight that comes easiest to those who* are not fJ;, ;;;

competition. Just as Americans rend ro move ror lou-r.rur.J-i.*o;r" ;;;;readily than the average European,.so in the tong horizon, il;;;;ili;wiil increase globally, refining markets.Arready"now, trr. mouility oiiii'eEuropean educated classes - the Erasmus cohorts _ isaramati.uiil g;;;
than even a generation ago.

Globalization wili change, but not end, the welfare state. Clearly,international economic mobility sets outer 
' 
rimits on revels or social

spending. But equally, the weliare state is largely a victim of its own
success. Supposed cutbacks, such as those instituted by rnatcner ana neaguo,
have at most slowed growh. The ratchet elfect ,.nluin, n*atlild;. ie
the slyle of welfare policy is changing.

one of the most interesting risurts of recent work has been to showthat the traditional division into readers and laggards rn wetrare .illrt
needs reconsideration. werfare states do not diff#as much u, pr.rriourty
thought in terms of the net percentage of resources allocated for social
objectives. Taking into account not juit monies passing trrt""gr*i"trt.ry
programs, but arso private and voluntary provision, as well ai the etfector tax systems in either clawing back social benefits or allocating hiddensubsidies, dramatic differencei between the total welfare .f?;; oiindustrialized nations are significantry washed out. In effect, what this
means is that the welfare statei of the united States and of northem;;fi;
are not starkly different in terms of total sociai spending. eut they ;maln
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different in how social spending is raised and distributed.8They are more
or less privatized, more or less dependent on voluntary efforts, more or
less intertwined with the tax systems, and so forth.

These various approaches to social policy have divergent implications
when faced with the challenge of globalization. It is arguable that what used

to be called the residual welfare states (those that, though approximately
as generous in terms of total spending, channel their resources less

tlrough traditional statutory channels) have advantages when faced with
globalization: to the extent they individualize social benefits and finance
them more via contributions than tax financing. And to the extent they teat
the citizen as a consumer of risk redistribution rather than the recipient of
income redistribution. The more the weifare state is organized iike private
insurance, the better it will face the chalienge of tailoring social policy to
an increasingly mobile and individualized world. The residual welfare
states, however, fail this challenge insofar as they enlist employers and

corporations to seffe functions that in other nations are the state's. Certainly
the dysfunctional effects of organizing social protection through businesses

and corporations rs on view in the American welfare state. The dangers of
occupational pensions locked into the performance ofthe company for which
one works should now be clear. Equally troublesome is the occupational focus
of health insurance. Unemployment should have no bearing on whether one

is covered or not for sickness. Nor should there be a lock-in effect by which
an employee with a chronic condition is discouraged fiom switching jobs for
fear of losing health coverage.In general, there is a contradiction between

free market desires to encourage labor mobility and flexibility - the ability to
switch from fuIl to part-time employment, for example - and the rigidities of
providing social benefits through empioyment.

Multiculturalism and the welfare state

Having iooked at the possible effects of the increased mobility of capital

and production on social policy, let us examine the other side of the coin,

the mobility of labor.Increased mobility is one of the salient features of
modern life - not just labor in search of employment, but affluence looking
for leisure.Whether working or playing, we are much more likely to be

footloose than ever before. Mobility, writ large, lies at the heart of the current

debates over multiculturalism. The waves of migration that have swept over

North America and Europe during the last century have leeched away the

traditional nation state's ethnic and cultural homogeneity. Obviously, such

issues have been discussed longer and more intensely in immigrant nations

8 Gilbert, Transformation of the I'/elfare State, pp. 50-52; Christopher Howard, The Hidden Welfare

State: Tar Expenditures and Social Policy in the United States {Princeton, i997); Jacob S, Hacker, Z,e

Dit ided Welfare State: The Battle O1,er Public and Privqte Social Benefts in the United States (Cwnbndge,
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iike the United States and Canada than in Europe. On the other hand, Europe
straddles the antagonism between Judeo-Christian and Muslim more directiy
than Noth America, and of course Israel does even more so.Europe is a1so,

whether it iikes it or not, becoming evellnore a destination of immigration.
We have akeady touched on some of the possible effects of greater labor

migration for social policy that, in its traditional form, assumes more settled
and stable circumstances. Social policy will need to be rejiggered, taking
into account a cornmunity with more fluidiff, less permanence and probably
less sense of solidarity.Individual citizens will be expected to assume more
responsibility for their own actuarial profiles in circumstances where none
of us can say for sure that we will be members of a given risk pool for long,
much less for all our iives. Risk sharing and social benefits will also become
porlable to a larger extent for much the same reason.

Let us broaden the scope to look also at a wider conception ofsocial policy
that goes beyond the core ofpensions, health, disability, unemployment and
the like.Globalization and multiculturalism throw up challenges to state
policies. One difficulty of understanding multiculturalism is whether it is, in
fact, a real phenomenon. Much of the debate is blinkered by ahistoricity and
cultural parochialism. The nation state is a recent creation and not a historical
given. True multiculturalism is for.md in those regions that were never subject
to the nation state and its forced homogeneity. But here, where ethnicities
and religious communities coexist tensely in often mutual antagonism, it is
experienced as an enervating cultwal combat rather than the bountiful and
benign plurality of viewpoints that the most anodyne multicultural theory
often portrays. To residents of the Indian subcontinent or the Middle East, the
Westem debate over multiculturalism must ollen have an aura of unreality.

However naive the debate may be, it has nonetheless roiled the developed
world, and especially the United States, in recent years. Much evidence
suggests that superficial differences which grab attention in fact mask a basic
assimilation. This is what Stan ley Fish calls boutique multiculturalism.e Glob-
ahzation implies, after all, notjust a greater jumble of different culfures and
ethnicities in each place, but an increasing approximation of every culture
to some ever-more benignly mongrelized pastiche of them all. In the United
States, there is certainly a plausible argument to be made that the traditional
ethos of Americanization lives on in the best health, though gussied up a
bit in mu.lticultural trappings. We used to have just Christmas as the main
holiday deep in the winter.Now we have Hanukkah andKwanzaa, and how
long will it take for the Muslim equivalent to come fofih? it is probably a

Eng,,20A2); Willem Adema and Maxime Ladaique, Net Social Expenditure 2A05 Edition; More
Comprehensive Measures ofSocial Support (Paris, 2005), Table 6: From gross public to total net social

spending,2001.

9 Stanley lrsh, The Trouble With Principle (Cambridge, Mass., i999). ch. 4.
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safe prediction that, before a Santeria version develops, it will have left any

actual animal sacriflce behind.Whether one emphasizes the desirability of
different religious and ethic celebrations or whether one points out that the

minority ones orient themselves around the traditionally dominant one in its

timing and rituals - gift giving and a focus on children - is a classic instance

of the ful1/empty glass dilemma. What of the example of the flrst ail-girl
Muslim prom held recently in Califomia?]o An example of assimilation to

existing noms ot pushing the envelope of what it means to be a suburban

American? lt is at least an open questjon.

Outmarriage rates, which speak to the ultimate litmus test of assimilation, are

high andincreasingforall groups intheUnited States otherthanblacks. Cultural

bittles tend to be about minor symbolic issues, as when Sikhs are forbidden

to wear ceremonial daggers to school in Los Angeles, when Santeria rituals

are prohibited under animal cruelty ordinances, or when Muslim women with

head coverings are arrested for wearing veils under laws originally intended to
prevent the Ku Klux Klan from appearing publicly in fu1l regalia.

Those who see real differences lurking behind the veneer of assimilation

will point to more serious examples: when women are forced to undergo

Caesarians to ensure the well-being of their fetuses, or parents required to

al1ow blood transfusions for their children, even though they violate religious

beliefs.lrOr when Indochinese parents are charged with abuse when they

minister to their fevered children with the ancient practice of moxibustion by

pressing heated coins against their skin. Or when Mexicans are prosecuted

ior disciplining their offspring by using the smoke from hot chili peppers to

scorch the sinuses and eyes. When children in public schools are required to

be instructed in biological theories that are scientific nonsense, multicultural

differences take on broader consequences. Mote extreme are cases of
inflbulation and female circumcision, or the Rushdie affair.Ultimately, the

hardest kemel for the multicultural dilemma is the religious divide between

uffeconstructed Islam and the increasingly secularized West, the clash

of civilizations between Jihad and McWorld.12Wlth increasing numbers

of Muslims living in the West, the tension has been imporled and is no

longer just a question of foreign policy, bu1 also of everyday interactions:

u.. Mulli. school girls aliowed to cover their heads in school?Must they

participate in sex education with others or sports with boys? Are arranged

mariages permissible? Are there any mitigating circumstances for attempts

10 New York Times, 9 June 2003

1 1 Nan D. Hunter, 
,.complications of Gender: women, AIDS and the Law," in women Resisting AJDS:

Feminist Strategies of Empowerment, ed.BethE Schneider andNancy E. Stoller (Philadelphia, 1995),

pp.43-45.

12 benjarnin R. Barber,Jihadys- Mcworld: How Globalism and TribQlism are Reshaping the world $Iew

vort, lllq; samuel Huntington, The clash ofcivilizations and the Remaking of world order Q\ew

York, 1996).
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to control women who defy their families, even short of violence?
Depending on holv one regards multiculturalism, globalization, which

has mongrelized the other-wise ethnically and cultural pure nation state,
poses challenges to state policies, broadly understood. Modem democratic
polities pride themselves on their tolerance. But tolerance rests on an implicit
basis of intolerance and exclusion that is much less often unearthed for
examination. A democracy cannot accept the pursuit of undemocratic ends
with democratic means.In order to eschew compulsion in the first place,
there has to be a basic agreement on the rules of the game. Fareed Zakaria's
book on illiberal democracy reminds us that we face this dilemma anew,
with the chance that radical Islamicists dedicated to theocracy may be voted
into power in the Middle East once free elections are held.l3But it is not a
novel dilemma. Hitler was appointed Chancellor by the normal procedures
of parliamentary democracy. Having drawn its lessons, the Federal Republic
outlawed the extremes of both left and right after the war. Such basib rules,
on which democracy rests, also govem other aspects of modern society. After
September 11, most of the developed world has come to realize what Israel
has long known, that terrorism is no longer an annoyance at the margins
of politics.A large and possibly growing part of the world has become so
alienated from the premises and rules of intemational politics that violence
against civilians appears legitimate.

Foreign policy is not, however, our remit here.Are there analogous or
similar concems in domestic policies? Modern democratic polities claim
to differ fundamentally from their premodern equivalents.The theory of
what has been called govemmentality argues that modem society no longer
requires harsh interventions by the state - but also that it can govern on the
basis of consensus and tolerance only to the extent that qitizens themselves
restrict their otherwise unsociable behaviors.

One of the most notabie shifts from premodem to modem societies,
described by scholars like Norberl Elias, Michel Foucauit and Nikolas Rose,
has been from formal to informal control.la Sketched with a thumb-nail, the
early modern state imposed control formally on its inhabitants, from without
and with a hard hand.It set strict controls on certain behaviors and beliefs
and threatened draconian punishments for their violation. The modern state,
in contrast, enlists its subjects, now elevated to the status of citizens, as

Fareed Zakaia, The Future of Freedon; Illiberal Democracy at Home and Abroad Q.iew York,
2001).

From the now massive literan:re: Reassessing Foucault: Power, Medicine and the Body, ed. Coltn
Jones and Roy Porter (London, 1994); The Foucault Effect: Studies in Goyernmentality, ed. Gtainam

Burchell et al, (Chicago, 1991); Johan Goudsblom, "Zivilisation, AnstecL'ungsangst und Hygiene:
Befachtungen liber ein Aspek des europii.ischen Zivilisationsprczesses," Materialien zu Norbei Elias'
Zivilisationsthearie, ed. Peter Gleichmann et al. (Frankfir,tMain, 1977); Nikolas Rose, Govening
the Soul: The Shaping o;f the Prtuate Sef(l-ondon, 1990).
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pafticipants in their own governance.In the process, it shifts the locus of
control intemally.Although state and civil society, public and private, are

now clearly distinguished from each other, in fact the two are more inter-
permeated than ever before. Citizens govern themselves, not just in terms
of suffrage and political control, but also in terms of their own mora1,

instinctual and emotional economy, limiting their actions before the fact and
moderating their impulses. Thus the harshness of the early modern state is
rendered unnecessary. The modem state no longer instructs, commands and
punishes. It educates, informs, persuades, and discourages.

The result is that modem polities, resting on the informal controls of
govemmentality ralher than the external impositions of an old-fashioned
state, are more rellant than ever before on a consensual, communal set of
behavioral standards.Ironically, we think of the era of Gemeinschaft as

one in which the informai, unwritten rules of the community governed
social interactions, while impersonal law is the warp of Gesellschaft.Y et,
in fact governmentality reintroduces the unspoken norm of behavior as

crucial. The difference is that informal controls are now reinforced with
formal controls as well. Take the anti-smoking campaign as an example. On
the one hand are the massive attempts at mind control exercised by both
the tobacco interests and their enemies. And on the other hand nonsmoking
enforcement is among the most drastic of direct statutory incursions,
forbidding behavior that a decade or so ago was socially acceptable. Tobacco
smoking is now treated in the world's allegedly most liberalist societies

- America's granola belt: Madison, Cambridge, Santa Monica, Berkeiey
et al. - as it was in absolutist Prussia, with formal prohibitions in public,
and sometimes in private too.15

Given that smoking is inversely proportional to socio-economic status,
it is perhaps the most overt, though wholly unacknowledged, act of
class behavioral imposition since the anti-spitting campaigns of the late
nineteenth century. If things continue as they are now, inhalation will soon
go the way of expectoration and ashtrays will become quaint collectors'
obj ects, like spittoons. Eventually, anti-smoking ordinances will be as

liftle enforced as anti-spitting regulations are now. Almost no one in the
developed world, barring the occasional baseball player, spits in public. (In
China, in contrast, the SARS epidemic has led to a crackdown on public
expectoration.) The same goes largely for anti-urination laws, though
these have come back into use as a means of controlling the homeless and
vagrants.

Smoking is but an example of a broader trend. Modem public health is

15 Peter Baldwin, "The Retum of the Coercive State? Behavioral Control in Multiculnlal Society," in

Tne Nqtian-Stqle Under Challenge; Autonomy and Capacity in a Changing l|torld, ed. John A Hall et

al. (Princeton, 2003), pp. 1 i 1, 134.
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decreasingly reliant on formal prohibitions of epidemiologically dangerous

behavior.r6 In the nineteenth;;;;;i';t forbidding the exposure in public

of the contagiously ill *J; il;^;;;on and stnitlv enforced'The 1 36

Public Health Act in the dittHKt;lot" rt**-prt' Lonsoiidated much of

the legislation passed on J;;il;il;j the ninelenth cenhrry' It required

nhvsicians to report "t*t"tJ;;dt;ss 
o"f patients with notifiable diseases

#"'#;#;'i"^n". ilr.;;*h. ;;posed others io infection. including

bv lending or selling btd;;; ^;; 
;dt or taking undisinlecled laundry to
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the infected from
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in their possession'It insrsli; d";i;t*" of disease in rooms being let and

disinleciion ueror. ,entingi;,;;hiltiJ rhe use.of public transport by.the

infected. mandared t'unli?uiiJnt ol the diseased and carriers' and requued

;#ffi ffi'Jfri"rt'"f ir" il who could not u'1** for at home'

Nowadays, ,u.tt ttgi'ruion ;dt;;ttt on the book'And it is brought

out for use in case of emffitv'l" iftt United States' for exampie' Directly

observed Therapy tt #ff';; iB-'uff"rtrs whom'public'h"|ft "T:]1:
believe incapable of the e;ii;e regimen of drugs needed againsl new strarns

of resisranr ruberculosis. TB iri*,?.J, rgrants ind rhe homeress are rherefore

reouired to take their rrrtiitit" m aonr Jf a public health official and' if they

i:ffi:;d;;;;;i;'; i' ' r-'"'plt'r to *d"go compulsory reatment'rhe

SARS epidemic likewlse blffi-our ug'ln tliis.old-fashioned approach to

public health.ln China. tttt'"iir'"tittdiof people were quarantined and tle

authoriries th-reatened to #;t;';;;; who deLiberatelv snread the disease' [n

the United Stutts, au*t&i];;; t*ottd^po*t" to dttuitl suspected

SARS victims ugutoo'ttJ#*itt'r" i'r#vo* iity u" arrival from Asia with
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cancers, for exumple - thrs means that we are-expected to -"d:tttt. "i-t1-3,1:
of unhealthy foods, to tJi;; tt* noxious habits like smoking' to exerctse

reeularlv, and to drink t"fy'it rn"A*ation ln terms of contagious diseases'

thines aie some*r'ut oi#i'nt 
'ctt"gl"-t 

diteases have on the whole declined

lil:il:,; ffi ;;;;il#'#li" ii""*'r' century' rhe epidemiolo gicai
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seachange from contagious to chlonic disease has left much public health
legislation (like the 1936 Public Health Act) seemingly unnecessary, or
only requked when facing acute epidemics like SARS.Excepting such

emergencies, the main contagious illnesses left are sexually transmitted

diseases, including AIDS. Here, the behavioral prescriptions require that we

decrease the numbers of our sexual paltners, that we refrain from dangerous

practices - fisting, unprotected anal sodomy and so forth - and, generally

speaking, that we practice safe sex, that is, that we use condoms in almost

every act of sex.

Taken together, the behavioral prescriptions for chronic disease and those

few contagious illnesses that remain a threat, ask us to be what has been

caricafured as monogamous joggers.lBThe democratic citizen is promised

release from the draconian public health impositions of yesterday. No longer
are we threatened with quarantine when retuming from epidemiologically
suspicious destinations, no longer are we prosecuted for checking books
out of the library if suffering ftom t'?hoid. But in return, we are expected

to behave in ways that limit the threat we pose to our peers. Our claim to
respect for our civil rights is counterbalanced by our responsibilities to be

healthy and considerate fellow citizens.
The question worth pondering is how this ethos of monogamous

joggerdom, on which democratic citizenship rests, is affected by
multiculturalism. Can we assume, as society fragments into its possibly
antagonistic subcultural monads, that we will all wiliingly enter into the

mutually self-inflecting web of abnegation and behavioral limitation that is

required? When women from areas where female circumcision is practiced,

but now resident in the developed world, request to be reinfibulated after
giving birth, should this be covered by health insurance?Ifnot, why is it
different than transsexual surgery, which is now routinely covered? Even
today, cultures differ starkly in their styles of drinking - from the sociable

imbibing of wine in the Meditenanean to the often solitary ingestion of
vast quantities of spirits in Eastem Europe. Is it cultural imperialism, or
just sound public heaith policy, to promote one style over another? Cettain
groups have dietary habits which expose them to disease and ill-health. In
the United States, southem blacks, whose diets reflected their habirus as

agricultural laborers, continued to eat as they traditionally had even when
they moved norlh to become factory workers. Their mortality rates were

consequently higher than northern-born biacks. Similar effects can be seen

among Hispanic immigrants to the United States. Woodcutters in northern

Sweden, used to a caloric intake several times the notmal, became obese

when they continued their accustomed eating habits even after the chain

18 Bryan S. Tumer, The Body and Sociel': Exploralions in Social Theory,2"d ed (I-ondon, 1996),

p.2Io.
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saw had lightened their workload. Are such problems communal public
health issues or matters for the individual to decide?During the AIDS
era, cerlain sexual practices came to be recognized as epidemiologically
dangerous, whether fisting, unprotected anal sodomy, sex with prostitutes,
or the anonymous, multiple coupling of the gay bathhouses. Is it prudence

to recommend, or even to enforce, an end to such behaviors? Or is it the
suppression of legitimate erotic practices of certain subgroups? What
about outlawing unpasteurized cheese - a soutce of pleasure to some, of
intestinal ailments and even TB to others? Or requiring motorcyclists to
wear helmets, or setting speed limits on German highways?A cherished
freedom or senselessly risky conduct?

In the face ofthe multicultural spectrum ofdifferent habits and behaviors,
actuarial solidarities are dissolving. Health and life insurance companies
did not use to make such fine distinctions when the span of behavioral
variation was narrower. But now, they increasingly attach price tags to
various conducts. Extreme spofts are an indulgence which some insurance
policies no longer cover, or only at a premium. German reformers, seeking
to cut the cost of heaith insurance, are considering excluding sports injui'ies
altogether. Smokers, the obese, orhear.y drhkers are insured only at additional
expense. During the AIDS era, company insurance plans in the United States

sought to exclude conditions that were allegedly self-caused.In European
heaith insurance systems, being at fault in contracting an illness sometimes
led to beneflt reductions.In Switzerland in 198'7, for example, a female drug
addict infected with HIV found her hospital benefits cut by a third because of
the gross negligence behind her infection.le

If such behaviors of parlicular subgroups to which most citizens do not
belong make the answer too easy, consider one of the epidemiologically
noxious habits that most of us indulge in: travel.High-speed trains, jet
airplanes, fold-out sofas and hotel rooms are the main culprits in recent
epidemics, whether cholera arriving in California from Latin America,
MarburgFever inMarburg fromAffica, SARS inBeijing fromthe countryside
and in Toronto from China, AIDS from Haiti and the Dominican Republic
to San Francisco, slphilis from Bangkok to Tokyo or Drlsseldorf.Were
the public health establishment to attempt to impose restrictions on our
right to free peregrination, would most of us suddenly become strict civil
libertarians?Not that this is likely to happen, given that, between the airline
and hospitality industries and their spill-over effects, we are talking about
the single largest industry in world economy. But it remains an interesting
thought experiment.

19 Stephan Ruppen, AIDS: Ein Ratgeber fir Rechtsfagen rund um AIDS (Zrich, 1989), pp.54-56.
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A Global welfare state?

One of the strongest motive forces behind the development of the welfare
state in the nineteenth century was the increasing realization of society's
interdependence.20The well-off came to understand that their fate and
that of the worse-off were connected.Public goods could not be provided
just to some. Basic infrastructure, whether transportation, sanitation or
communication, had to be provided communally to be efficient. Ever-greater
urbanization with its density of residence meant that no one could ignore
their neighbors or their habits. Zoning and basic sanitary infrastructure were
required to make cities habitabie. Cholera epidemics, though they may have
hit the poor hardest, did not respect class lines, any more than smallpox or
tlphoid fever. The worst-off could be won for at least a grudging acceptance
of the status quo if the state made modest concessions.

. A cedain measure of risk sharing and redistribution could take place
within a community where the rich agreed to give up some of their resources
and the poor, in return, implicitly abandoned ambitions to overthrow the
status quo: that was the insight of the nineteenth-century welfare state. Can
one imagine a global welfare state? Is it too early to foresee a world in
which similar risk redistribution could take place between First and Third
Worlds?The welfare state differed from poor relief or charity in that it
assumed an ability among the poorest to help themselves. Poor relief was
an outright redistribution ofresources from high to low. Social insurance, as

the basic technique of the welfare state, in contrast, redistributed as much
over the lifetime of the individual as it did between classes. In fact, there is
good reason to suspect that the welfare state redistributes as much within or
even to the middle classes as it does from them.21 For a welfare state to take
root, in other words, the disparities between rich and poor cannot be extreme
and the poor must be able to participate, with some help from other groups
and the state, in their own provision. Are we even close to a similar situation
within the world as a whole?

The critics of globalization often insist that disparities in wealth between
richest and poorest are expanding. Whether or not this is true at the margins,
there are at ieast two points to keep in mind. First, that, if true, it is so because
the rich are growing richer, not because the poor are worse off than they
were, say, a century ago. Second, that, whatever the extremes, the average
is increasing. The fi.rndamental socio-economic achievement of the past
century, after a1l, has been to lift out of dire poverty well over one-third

Abram De Swaan, In Care of the State: Health Care, Education and Welfare in Europe and the tlSA
in the Modern Era Q\ew York. 1988).
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of humanity. That a wide swath of Asia now lives comforlably within the

bottom half of the spectrum of First World standards is the great geopolitical
triumph of our era. The economic project of globalization will be to continue

that process. At the expense of inefficient producers in the developed world,
the Third World is given a chance to participate in a globai economy'

If there is any possibility of a g1oba1 welfare state, in other words, we

are closer than ever to the tipping point where it no longer seems like an

absurd proposition.The recent work of Robert Shiller foreshadows such

possibilities. He holds out an ambitious view of future schemes of risk

sharing and distribution that, though market-based, would insure us against

eventualities that today we stil1 regard as fate or fortune and therefore

untouchable: falls in average incomes or house prices, for example' Even

nations, he argues, could swap risks of their GDPs fa1ling.22His vision
includes a much wider risk pool among developed and possibly even

developing nations, engaged in the common pursuit of spreading fluctuations

and uncertainties across a wider variety of circumstances than is now
possible.

Moreover, we are arguably beginning to see increasing numbers of issues as

global problems, ones that can be solved only on a scale that goes beyond the

nation state. Chemobyl showed the extent to which national borders cannot
protect against overarching threats. Not that it made much practical difference

to national policies.It is still customary for atomic power piants to be located

close to the neighbors, whether the Swedish Barseb2ick plant across the water

from Copenhagen or the French reactors sh-ung along the German border. The

German decision to retain a kind of energy policy virginity and not themselves

produce atomic electricity has simply meant the displacement of reactors a

few kilometers eastwards where they produce for the same market, but are

nrn with less than Teutonic precision. Air pollution is slowly beilg recognized

as an issue that can no longer be dealt with within any given nation. A
large ffaction, perhaps as much as 10 percent, comes from ships plying the

intemational waters and buming the least ref.ned petroleum with the fewest

emissions controls. And the single largest source of carbon dioxide emission

in the world comes from Indonesian farmers and loggers buming off fields

and their few remaining forests. Soon China, and not the United States, will
be the largest carbon dioxide emitter in the world' Global wanning poses the

intemationalization of environmental problems most starldy,

Epidemiologically, the world is more interconnected than ever. The fear

of disease is the dark side of globalization.23Public health has gone from
being a subject ofinterest only to experts to occupy the front pages. Anthrax
became a terrorist weapon after September 11. Military planners wony that

Robert Shiller, 71e New Financial Order' Risk in the 21" CenturT- @rinceton, 2003)

Michael Hardt and Aatonio Negri, -Enplre (Cambridge, Mass , 2000)' p. 136
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